OPENING RECEPTION:

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 5-7 p.m.

UNIVERSITY ART GALLERY

POLITICAL IN CONTEMPORARY ART

FEBRUARY 15 - MARCH 16, 1980

15 - MARCH 16, 1980

ALONSO BANKOFF

GIGLIOTTI DEWITT

GUSSELLA GUSSELLA

HILL SASHAKI

KNUIGIN MACKINNON

LONI GROOMEWS KENT

LOIS SHOE MAKER BECKER

MICKLE GIKOW CAMNITZER

LARKIN LARSON NELSON

LEON MOVEMENT MC SUELLER

LOIS GOLUB BEARDEN

MARIĆ MACSELECH ERGOOD

MOORE PASSIUINTINO

PAINTING POLITICAL

POLITICAL COMIENTARY

POLITICAL CONTEMPORARY